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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD 

Our dear members, welcome to our 4th 
Newsletter!  We had an admirable number of 
new members join since sending out the last 
one, so this will be their first by e-mail – 
Welcome and Thanks! 

SOKD’s major activities over the past several 
months can primarily be summarized by the 
word “education”.  In pursuing our goal to help 
reduce deer-automobile collisions and reduce 
cases of illness from being fed inappropriate 
food, SOKD continued its public education 
campaign with an updated “Don’t Speed – 
Don’t Feed” tri-fold brochure.  (Brochure link: 
https://saveourkeydeer.org/sokd-
brochure-3-16-18/) The brochure was 
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distributed via mail to just under 4000 addresses 
spanning Mile Markers 30 – 17 … parts of the 
deer’s habitat that many people don’t know 
about.  The brochure was generally very well 
received and SOKD gained a number of new 
members from outside BPK and NNK as part of 
the effort.  In addition, SOKD’s Board members 

and volunteers conducted several “Education 
Days” at the BPK Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza 
(thank you volunteers and thank you, Winn 
Dixie!).  We did one-on-one education, 
answered questions and handed-out several 
hundred of the tri-folds. 

The education efforts were underscored by an 
unfortunate case several months ago when an 
SOKD member found a very sick doe (and 
cared for her in her last few hours) that showed 
multiple classic signs of acute rumen acidosis 
(i.e. from unaccustomed-to food like corn), 
could not even stand, and had to be euthanized. 

The SOKD Board receives occasional reports 
from residents about Key deer with health and 
injury issues.  Whenever possible, we try to find 

and evaluate the animals (some of us are RNs 
and/or veteran wildlife rehabbers), gather 
information from neighbors, take photos and 
confer with local veterinarians. A recent 
example is 4 deer that were reported to us with 
swollen rear joints. In two cases, SOKD 
interviews with 
neighbors that knew 
the deer longer than 
the person reporting 
on them revealed the 
apparent swelling is 
the result of car 
collisions long ago 
and the deer are now 
handicapped but stable. In another case a 
SOKD board member forwarded additional 
photos of the swelling to a veterinarian to rule 
out a possible very transmittable bacterial 
infection. That buck, and another with a 
swollen joint, resolved their conditions as per 
continued observations.  Not so fortunate was a 

doe with a large jaw mass 
reported to SOKD (with 
initial photos) by a BPK 
resident. Upon SOKD’s 
evaluation and additional 
photos sent to (a different) 
local vet who agreed to 

provide potential in-the-field treatment, SOKD 
forwarded the photos and the vet’s willingness 
to help to the Refuge…who sent their support.  
Unfortunately, the deer was already weak and 
emaciated when initially reported to SOKD and 
was not seen again after the initial evaluation.  
SOKD is striving to continue to build positive 
relationships with multiple local veterinarians 
in hopes of providing at least some rudimentary 
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SOKD volunteers Hollie Bethany, and Mike Green with board 
member Valerie Preziosi conducting a Winn-Dixie education day.
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medical assistance to injured deer. 

SOKD’s efforts to help reduce deer-vehicle 
collisions took a new turn when last month two 
deer were hit and killed along the stretch of US1 
leading into BPK, lined by a deer fence pre-
Irma, now lined by its remnants and temporary 
repairs.  The time-proximity of the two deer 
deaths led SOKD to wonder if there is a new 
breach somewhere in the fence repairs. A bike 
inspection of that US-1 segment did indeed 

reveal a breach, in the 
repairs and at a gate whose 
locking mechanism had 
been compromised, leaving 
it wide open.  SOKD re-
secured the gate, repaired 
the patch and, to our 

knowledge, no more deer have died on that road 
stretch since.  SOKD will continue to 
periodically monitor the US-1 fence corridor, 
and welcomes volunteers to help! 

By-the-way: 
contrary to what 
some locals 
believe, the deer 
fence and 
related deer 
guards are not, 
unfortunately, 

fully deer-proof. SOKD has deer-vehicle 
collision data since 2012, and between 2012 and 
Irma, 1-4 deer died within the fence each year, 
with the exception of one year when records 
were incomplete. That is still a wonderfully low 
statistic but it is not null. Two of our Board 
members were directly involved in an incident 

that fortunately ended well for the deer two 
years ago, that likely exemplifies what happens: 
According to by-standers, a doe was struck by a 
speeding car in front of the Big Pine Key 
Fishing Lodge where Long Beach Rd. intersects 
with US-1. The driver sped off and the deer 
panicked and (somehow) managed to race 
across the in-ground deer-guard separating Long 
Beach Rd. from US-1.  Now she was trapped! 
Through a loop of phone calls, the by-standers 
got to SOKD and we raced out. The problem is 
once a deer crosses one of the in-ground deer 
guards, they are essentially in a “Death Tunnel” 
with cars whizzing by, not expecting a deer. In 
this case, we called the Refuge Hot-Line and 
had the good fortune of one of their officers 
being in the vicinity. He had the key to one of 
the gates in the fence, so we stopped US-1 
temporarily and herded the by-now exhausted 
but OK deer off the road. Lucky for her, not 
lucky for the others that occasionally cross the 
guards with none of us there. 

Finally, we’d like to thank all 47 businesses 
listed below that responded positively to 
SOKD’s mission and agreed to have our “No 
Feed-No Speed” brochures available at their 
facilities. Most of the credit for representing 
SOKD to initially approach all these businesses 
and convincing them we have a worthy cause 
goes to SOKD volunteer, Mike Green. Thank 
you Mike! 

BPK Fishing Lodge 
BPK Visitor Center 
Lower Keys Chamber of Commerce 
Key West Airport 
Key West Wildlife Center 
BPK Post Office 
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Board member, Dr. Jan Svejkovsky 
repairing US1 deer fence patch
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Rose’s Best Little Hair House 
Salvation Army Family Store 
Good Food Conspiracy 
Looe Key Motel and Dive Center 
Bay Point Market 
Baby’s Coffee 
Sugarloaf Lodge 
Sugarloaf Pizza 
Square Grouper 
Bay Shore Landscape Nursery 
Artists in Paradise Gallery 
Seven Mile Grille 
Bahia Honda State Park 
Crane Point 
Paradise BSB 
Island Deli 
Low Key Tie Dye 
Milagro Restaurant 
Big Pine Bicycle Center 
Tom Thumb 
Tonio’s Seafood 
Slice of Paradise Pizza 
Cudoe Sales Bait & Tackle 
Old Wooden Bridge Cottages 
No Name Pub 
Lazy Lakes Campground 
Summerland Coffee House & Boutique 
Murray’ Market 
Summerland Sandal & Surf 
Summerland Wine & Spirits 
Kiki’s 
Galley Grill 
Mangrove Mama’s 
Century 21 BPK 
Beals 
Walgreens 
CVS 
Buck Tooth Rooster 
Palmers Resort 
Looe Key Resort 
Boondocks 

Some new ways to support SOKD: Please 
consider using the following Amazon Smile link 
when making a purchase:  https://
smile.amazon.com/ch/82-2119535   A tiny 
percentage will be donated by Amazon to Save 
Our Key Deer, Inc. but it can add up quickly.  
And please don’t forget to support SOKD by 
making a fun gift purchase from our website 
store. There you’ll find cards, gifts and even a 
new Key Deer photo book written by a SOKD 
board member! Here’s the link:  https://
saveourkeydeer.org/shop/ 

                                                                                                                                                     
Enjoy the Newsletter!!! 

KEY DEER HAVE COUSINS IN THE 
CARIBBEAN! 

A few months ago our SOKD web page contact 
link got an unexpected, interesting e-mail.  It 
was from a scientist working at a research 

facility on the Caribbean island of Curacao. He 
asked whether our deer eat Sabal (or Cabbage) 
palm fruits (they do). He went on to explain that 
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Curacao doe (photo by Leon Pars)
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there has been a large increase in the 
distribution of Sabal palm on their island and 
they are trying to figure out which animal is 
potentially spreading the seeds.  One suspect is 
their whitetail deer but they do not know if the 
deer consume Sabal palm fruits. 

Huh?? Deer on Curacao?  Yes indeed! And they 
are the second oldest island deer herd in the              
Caribbean.  While our Key deer spread into the 
Keys naturally when the Keys were still 
attached to the mainland some 20,000-30,000 
years ago, archeologists believe the Curacao 
whitetails were brought to the island around 
3000 years ago by the Arawak Indians from 
South America. Just like the Key deer, they are 
now recognized as their own subspecies - 
Odocoileus virginianus curassavicus . Unlike 
the Key deer, however, they are full sized 
whitetails – likely there has not yet been enough 
time for the “Island Dwarfing Effect” to make a 
noticeable difference, or does not apply in their 
case. 

Curacao, a Dutch Caribbean island off 
Venezuela, has a hot tropical dry climate, that 

can make some years very harsh for the deer to 
survive in. They have been protected since 1926 
and are considered one of Curacao’s most prized 
species.  Their number is estimated at less than 
300, with most living in Christoffel National 
Park.  According to our researcher friend, they 
are not accustomed to humans and are very shy, 
which is one of the reasons so little is known 
about their diet and ecology.  What is known 
shows how they have adapted to the island’s 
harsh conditions: For example, Curacao deer 
barely mate during very dry years to conserve 
their energy. During wet years, on the other 
hand, they have been observed to have two 
fawns, taking advantage of the plentiful 
resources. Also, males on Curaçao do not grow 
very large antlers like their counterparts on the 
mainland – they reserve their energy for 
survival.  SOKD will continue to collaborate 
with the Curacao scientists by sharing 
information and potentially formulate mutual, 
externally-funded projects. 

In addition to Curacao, there are three 
Caribbean islands with white tail deer, all of 
whom have been brought there by humans in 
relatively recent times: St. John in the US Virgin 
Islands, Jamaica, and Cuba. The St. John deer 
were imported there first in 1792, then again in 
1937 as part of the 1937 Wildlife Restoration 
Act.  Although the deer face no natural 
predators, their numbers appeared to remain 
relatively low and stable until about 20 years 
ago. The population has increased dramatically 
since then, leading to a culling of 50-100 
animals by the US Agriculture Department in 
2014. There have also been reports of severe 
tick infestations and debilitated animals during 
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Curacao deer (photo by Leon Pars)
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draught years. The total number estimate of St. 
John’s deer is not publicly known and, 

according to newspaper reports, the VI National 
Park management refuses to provide 
information on the deer’s numbers and range 
while “they are developing a management 
plan”. 

Jamaica’s deer are the result of accidental 
releases of captive white tails in the 1980s. In 
1980 some deer escaped during hurricane Allen 
from Somerset Falls, a local tourist attraction in 
the Portland parish. An additional 6 deer 
escaped from the same facility during hurricane 
Gilbert in 1988. In 2004 their number was 
estimated at 182.  They appear to be limited to 
the Portland area of approximately 19 km² 
where they occasionally cause complaints from 
small-scale farmers. The 2004 study noted that 
deer hunting has become increasingly popular 
and deer were being shot with the help of 
tracking dogs on a weekly basis. 

Whitetail deer were introduced to Cuba around 
1850 from Mexico and/or the southern United 
States. They appear to be widely distributed, 
although not much scientific information is 

available.  Presently they are avidly hunted – in 
Cuba’s 15 hunting reserves and elsewhere, even 
on the expansive grounds of Guantanamo Naval 
Base where US soldiers occasionally shoot 
them.  It is now possible to book a hunting trip 
to Cuba and go there to shoot deer.  Curiously, 
images on the web of Cuban deer shot by 
hunters and soldiers show very small deer – 
akin in size to Key deer! 

SEA LEVEL RISE AND KEY DEER…A 
NOT SO HAPPY STORY. 

With ever-increasing scientific evidence, most 
of us believe that global warming is in large part 
caused by human activities. Indisputably, world 
temperatures are increasing and the Earth’s 
polar caps are melting.  One prominent result is 
sea level rise. Already in places like the 
Maldives in the Indian Ocean, where 80% of the 
country is less than 1 meter (3.3’) above sea 
level, major plans are being formulated for 
massive, permanent evacuations of its human 
inhabitants.  From the land elevation standpoint, 
the Florida Keys are frighteningly similar to the 
Maldives: most of the land in the Keys has 
elevations below 2 meters and a lot of it below 1 
meter. (The highest point in the entire Keys is 
on Windley Key where a fossilized reef reaches 
a whopping 5.5 meters (18’) above sea level!) 

Sea level rise consequences for both human and 
animal inhabitants of the Keys will come on 
several levels.  First, even relatively small 
increases greatly amplify the effects of peak 
high tides and storm surge.  So damages due to 
waves and sea water inundation will keep 
getting more severe. Second, drinkable water 
resources for animals will become scarcer as 
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St. John, Virgin Islands doe (website photo)
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rain water pools get inundated with saltwater 
from above and the underground freshwater 
lenses shrink from below. Third, as water levels 
creep up, the ecological plant chain ranging 
from mangroves at the shoreline to pine 
rocklands and hardwood hammocks at the 
highest elevations will shift upwards to keep-
up…resulting in progressive area loss of the 
upland habitats. 

To gain a better understanding of the magnitude 
and time-scale of these changes, The Nature 
Conservancy (which has much investment and 
interest in the Keys and Big Pine Key in 
particular) financed in 2007 the acquisition of 
extremely high resolution aerial Light Detection 
and Ranging (LIDAR) data for Big Pine Key, 
which was used to create a high resolution 
topographic data base.  This data base was then, 
in turn, utilized to model the effects of sea level 
rise into the future.  The study considered both 
the effects on habitat loss important to native 
flora and fauna, and economic impacts to local 
property.  The two primary factors affecting the 
modeling results are how much the sea level 
will rise and how fast. For this The Nature 
Conservancy utilized conclusions of the most 
recent (in 2007) report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).  Figure 1B 
shows the modeling results for the IPCC’s “Best 
Case Scenario” (i.e. slowest sea level rise) of 
+18cm (7”) by 2100.  Figure 1C shows the 
IPCC’s “Worst Case Scenario” of a rise of 59cm 
(23”) by 2100.  The IPCC’s scenarios reflect 
various anticipated trends in human population 
growth through the rest of the century and 
various degrees and rates of change-over from 
present use of fossil fuels to other non-polluting 

energy sources.  They do not take into account a 
possible increase in the melting rate of 
Antarctica and Greenland ice sheets. A separate 
climate change study published in the 
prestigious journal Science in January 2007 
(Rahmstorf et al.) make a compelling argument 
for the increased melting, estimating a sea level 
rise of 50-140cm (20-55”) by 2100.  Figure 1D 
shows what will happen to Big Pine Key if the 
Rahmstorf rise range is correct, using a mid-
range value of 100cm (39”). 

The modeling results show that even under the 
most conservative estimates, by 2100 (i.e. 
within the next 80 years) Big Pine Key will be 
essentially cut into two dry land masses, losing 
a great percentage of private and Refuge land in 
its mid-section, as well as land in the north at 
Port Pine Heights, and most land south of US1. 
Any of the more aggressive modeling scenarios 
wipe out most habitat presently used by the Key 
deer and other wildlife. It is very important to 
realize, however, that the deer and other wildlife 
will be severely affected much earlier than 2100 
by changes in the drinking water availability, 
loss of certain types of forage, and casualties 
due to increased storm surge as was noted 
above.  So the bottom-line is we only have a 
few decades to figure out what to do with our 
deer, the endangered marsh rabbit and other 
species endemic to the Keys. The Nature 
Conservancy study report cites several 
mitigation strategies that could help slow down 
the regional effects of sea level rise (e.g. how to 
help slow down the loss of underground fresh 
water lenses).  Ultimately, however, 
translocation of the deer will be the only answer 
to losing the subspecies forever.  Such an action 
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is subject to much uncertainty both for the 
animals and the new environment they will be 
placed in.  Areas in the Everglades and higher 
islands such as St. John have been mentioned as 
possible translocation sites to preserve Key deer.  
Both locations have regular whitetail deer, 
however, so interbreeding would be difficult to 
prevent and the Key deer thus stand a high 
chance of losing their genetic identity fairly 
quickly. 

We believe the most important step at this time 
is to get the word out that sea level rise is real 
and unavoidable.  Educating both the general 
public and still skeptical members of federal and 
state agencies directly involved in the 
management of our natural resources is 
paramount to establishing a viable end-game 
plan.  The US Fish and Wildlife Service and 
other regional agencies are well aware of the 
potential problem.  But perhaps more direct 
action, such as studies and long-term 
experimentation related to potential 
translocation sites for the Key deer and other 
animals should be inching up faster on the 
present priority scale. To see the full Nature 
Conservancy report, go to this link: http://
www.frrp.org/SLR%20documents/FINAL%20-
%20Aug%2021%20final.pdf 

SOKD STUDY – DEER REPELLENT 

One everlasting controversy many Keys 
residents have about living in Key deer habitat 
revolves around the fact that deer – even our 
mini-size ones – eat a lot of vegetation.  And 
they’re not particularly picky, so many native 
plants taste fine…as also do people’s 
vegetables, fruit trees and ornamentals.  The 

resulting  “deer-keep-eating-my-garden” battles 
have resulted in some people’s permanently 
disliking the deer.  At its extreme, one man 
actually shot and killed a deer in 2015 for eating 
his plants (and was subsequently arrested and 
tried). 

A perimeter fence (at least 4’ tall for Key deer) 
is the most effective way to prevent deer from 
munching on your property.  But that usually 
requires permits that may or may not be 
granted…and considerable expense.  
Additionally, permanently fencing off large 
yards or other vegetated areas further reduces 
the movements and habitat availability of the 
already much compromised deer. The 
alternative is to construct a deer-netting barrier 

around each tree or bush. The simplest idea, that 
many residents have adopted, is to landscape 
one’s yard with plants that the Key Deer do 
NOT eat, and there are plenty of those.  But 
what if you still insist to replant that mango or 
Geiger tree you lost through Irma? Originally 
tall enough to not be of concern with the deer, 
now you have to get a new younger one that is 
within their reach. 
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This exact situation happened to several of our 
SOKD Board members, so we researched out if 
there are any options besides fencing-in the new 
trees for their initial grow-in period.  The US 
Forest Service has, with regard to the deer 
problem affecting their tree seedling planting 
efforts, much in common with the rest of us 
here in the Keys: 1) the area we want to protect 
is either too large or legally not permitted to 
surround with a fence; 2) We like/love the deer 
and do not want to severely restrain their 
already human-compromised habitat, so we’d 
like to find a humane solution to the problem.  
The USFS has turned to “chemical” alternatives 
for the deer-eating-my-tree problem, and has 
spent quite a bit of money recently investigating 
their efficiency, as have several universities.  We 
thought you’d be interested in the results: 

Chemical deer repellents constitute of a liquid 
that you spray on the leaves of the plant you 
want to protect with a simple pump sprayer or 
an aircraft-mounted field dispersal system.  
There are three basic types of compounds 
available, none long-term dangerous to the 
plants, people or animals…but very different in 
how they are supposed to do their job: 

1) “Fear-inducing smell substances:” in the 
USFS and university studies several of 
these get the highest marks for deer-
deterring efficiency compared to a fence.  
The best ones smell horrible (humans 
cease to smell them after a day or two) 
and rely on sulfurous egg compounds, 
predator urine (e.g. coyote), decayed 
blood, and even garlic. The theory is that 
such “death” smells signal to a deer that 

a predator is in the vicinity and they will 
avoid the area. 

2) “Pain-inducing substances”: These are 
sprays that usually contain capsaicin 
(same stuff that is in bear spray or 
human avoidance spray) but instead of 
spraying it directly at the animal, you 
coat the trees/bushes with it. The idea 
here is that the deer nibble on the bush, 
have a bad reaction…and quickly learn 
to not bother that bush again.  The USFS 
studies found these sprays somewhat 
effective – but only the ones with the 
highest capsaicin concentrations. 

3) “Bad taste substances”: these usually 
contain bittering agents that, similarly to 
the capsaicin-containing products, are 
supposed to make the deer not want any 
more of the sprayed vegetation after 
initially trying it.  The USFS found these 
sprays to be ineffective in most trials. 

Based on the USFS results, we chose a “fear-
inducing” commercial spray that gets generally 
good reviews on Amazon.  We heavily sprayed 
the lower parts of 4 young just-planted Geiger 
trees and a mango tree around 1pm.  By evening 
several deer showed up as they regularly do on 
their local daily rounds…and in an hour at least 
two of them were happily munching on the 
sprayed leaves. So we fenced the trees off and 
re-sprayed the next morning.  The next day, our 
visiting deer couldn’t have cared less. So the 
conclusion is that the spray does NOT work 
with Key deer! The fact that many people do 
indeed get very good results with it, as did the 
USFS studies  (done in Washington state) 
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cannot be ignored, however, and brings up the 
question: why would Key deer have a different 
reaction than mainland deer? One curious 
possibility: unlike their mainland cousins, the 
Key deer have no natural predators (except 
perhaps for an occasional alligator). Have they 
thus diminished or lost their smell-based 
predator-avoidance instincts that these deterrent 
sprays rely on? SOKD will test other types of 
deterrent sprays and will report on them ASAP. 
If you’d like to read the full USFS study report, 
here is the link: https://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/pubs/
pdfpubs/pdf01242331/pdf01242331.pdf 

HERSHEY’S FAN CLUB 

“Hershey” is a post-Irma Key deer fawn. He 
was so brown (with white spots!) when first 
discovered, the name just came naturally. His 
mom, an Irma survivor, lost her last year’s pre-
Irma-born child to the storm. 

In Hershey’s area, as we reported in previous 
letters, prior to the hurricane there were 6 
fawns. Only one made it through the storm alive 
and through a SOKD’s web site contest you 
named the sole survivor “Phoenix”.  Phoenix 
had some problems, since he was still quite 
young after the storm hit and obviously had lost 
his mom… and other does that survived the 
cataclysm were not exactly eager to take care of 
an unknown kid. But he persisted, and 
ultimately became an accepted youngster of the 
resident herd. He’s doing great. 

Hershey has had a different life (so far). 
Pampered by his mom and introduced into the 
clan when he was about the size of a miniature 
poodle, he quickly hooked-up with another, a bit 

older fawn visiting  the area, so unlike lonely 
Phoenix last fall and winter, Hershey had an 
instant friend his age. But he has more than that: 
on the lawn of one of the properties that he and 
his clan frequents he found Mr. Bunny – a life-
sized rabbit sculpture placed on the grass. 
Hershey took an obvious liking to the object and 
began to spend his entire afternoon naps 
wrapped next to Mr. Bunny! 

As much as 
we like to 
keep a 
“wild” 
attitude 
toward the 
Key deer, 
their forced 
close 

coexistence with humans creates situations like 
this.  And it’s difficult not to take photographs 
when they happen, and share them with other 
Key deer enthusiasts. So Hershey (and Mr. 
Bunny) now have a fan club…and (seriously) a 
children’s book is in the making about them.  So 
hopefully Hershey, the post-Irma deer kid, will 
help human kids bind with and gain respect for 
all our precious animal friends on Earth. 
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